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CASE REPORT

A 57 year old woman with only a history of depression 
presented to the gastroenterologist with clinical features of 
heartburn, and onemonth history of epigastric abdominal 
pain and left hypochondrium pain. In the physical exam-
ination no significant findings were seen, and the blood 
analysis was completely normal. 

An abdominal ultrasound scan was conducted, where 
a hypoechogenic lesion was found which deformed the 
splenic contour without clearly seeing an intralesional 
vascularization. On abdominal CT, a low attenuation 9 x 
6 cm injury was found that deformed the spleen contour 
with a hypodense behavior in arterial phase, with a little 
enhancement in portal phase, and which was homogeniz-
ing in late phase (Fig. 1).

A total splenectomy was performed and the macroscopic 
study confirmed a welldelimited lesion in the addendum 
splenic tissue, 9 cm long from the major axis, formed by a 
fleshy, reddish tissue with whitish and a sort of star shaped 
foci with an increased consistency. The microscopy exam-
ination revealed multiple varying diameter nodules delim-

Fig. 1. Abdominal CT. A. Arterial phase: hypodense behavior. B. Portal 
phase: little enhancement. C. Ultrasound scan: hypoechogenic lesion 
without a visible intralesional vascularization. The arrows are pointing 
to the lesion.

Fig. 2. Microscopic visualization: nodules composed of a proliferation 
of vascular structures with a mixed type inflammatory infiltrate (hema-
toxylin eosin staining 40x). 

ited by fibrohyaline tracts, formed by small caliber vascular 
structures lined by prominent and typical endothelium, with 
an immunohistochemical profile which refers to the char-
acteristic capillaries one (CD31+, CD34+, CD8) (Fig. 2). 
The SANT diagnosis was reached via a pathological study.

DISCUSSION

SANT is a benign vascular condition which has been 
recently alluded to, the first case being published by Mar-
tel et al. in 2004. Therefore, the cases which have been 
published are very limited. It involves a proliferation of 
angiomatoid/vascular nodules which predominantly affect 
women aged 27 to 68. It is usually detected as a coinciden-
tal finding in asymptomatic patients. 

The etiopathogenesis is not wellknown although it 
points to several causes: an association with Epstein Barr 
virus, an abnormal transformation in the red pulp due to a 
stromal proliferation, or a final stage with a range of benign 
splenic lesions including harmatomas or inflammatory 
pseudoneoplasms. In recent studies it has been connected 
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to the typical sclerosing injuries of the disorder related to 
immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4). 

The differential diagnosis must be established with metas-
tases, hemangioma and littoral cell angioma, as well as lymph-
oproliferative syndrome, harmatoma, inflammatory pseudone-
oplasm, and other lesions both benign and malignant.

The presumptive diagnosis is established by imaging 
tests, especially CT and MR, and the final diagnosis is well 
established on the basis of pathology. Splenectomy is the 
treatment of choice since it not only confirms diagnosis but 
removes the problem as it is a nonrecurrent lesion.
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